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Alaska State Legislature
Senate Rules Committee
Session:
State Capitol 103
Juneau, AK 99801
Phone: (907) 465-2995
Fax: (907) 465-6592

Interim:
716 W 4th Avenue, Suite 300
Anchorage, AK 99501-2133
Phone: (907) 269-0250
Fax: (907) 269-0249

Rules Committee:
Senator McGuire, Chair
Senator Coghill
Senator Huggins
Senator Meyer
Senator Ellis

Committee on Committees
Rules Committee
Resources Committee
Judiciary Committee
Legislative Council
TAPS Troughput Decline
World Trade and Tourism

Senator Lesil McGuire, Chairman

February 19, 2014

Haven House Inc.
PO Box 20875
Juneau, Alaska, 99802

Dear Ms. Degnan;
Thank you so much for the opportunity to tour your property in the Mendenhall Valley last
week. The whole Haven House team is commended on your work to offer quality housing
opportunities for Alaskan women. Individuals who have completed their obligation to our justice
system and wish to re-enter our community in a positive way deserve our support. It is
rewarding to see the direct use of funds we were able to secure in the Legislature last year for
this project.
In the Legislature we have been made fully aware of the challenge to break the cycle of
incarceration in our state. The difficulties these individuals face are formidable. In Juneau
housing is especially challenging and choices for those you will serve are very difficult at best.
Thank you for taking this challenge head on and please know how much we appreciate those
efforts.
Good luck to you and accept my continued support.

Warmly,

Senator Lesil McGuire
Senate District K
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!

P.O.!Box!210188,!Anchorage,!AK!99521!
!

April	
  8,	
  2014
!
To!Whom!It!May!Concern:!
!
Haven!House,!Inc.!is!modeled!after!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House,!the!women’s!safe!living!
home!run!by!the!AnchoragePbased!Alaska!Correctional!Ministries,!Inc.!(ACM).!!New!Hope!
Safe!Living!House!offers,!just!like!Haven!House!will,!a!faithPbased!safe,!sober,!and!structured!
living!environment!for!women!reentering!to!our!community.!!We!refer!our!residents!to!
other!agencies!for!services!that!they!need!in!order!to!successfully!reintegrate!into!our!city,!
such!as!employment,!mental!health!counseling,!and!substance!abuse!treatment.!!Our!staff!
and!mentors!at!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House!provide!support!and!resources!to!our!residents!
as!they!readjust!to!life!in!Anchorage!and!our!residents!offer!peer!support!to!one!another,!
bonding!as!a!community!and!holding!one!another!accountable.!!
!
Alaska!Correctional!Ministries!has!been!operating!for!34!years!and!has!identified!that!safe!
and!affordable!housing!is!an!urgent!need!for!individuals!who!are!reentering!our!community.!
In!the!4!years!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House!has!been!operating!in!our!Anchorage!
neighborhood,!we!have!never!had!complaints!or!negative!interactions!with!our!neighbors.!!
In!Alaska,!where!66%!of!former!offenders!will!return!to!custody!within!3!years!of!release!
and!where!the!majority!of!incarcerated!women!have!been!charged!with!a!drugPrelated!
crime,!we!know!that!women!who!are!supported!and!provided!with!a!sober,!affordable!home!
after!their!release!are!significantly!less!likely!to!reoffend.!!In!fact,!of!residents!who!
successfully!complete!their!stay!at!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House,!80%!continue!to!lead!
healthy,!lawPabiding!lives!after!cultivating!a!selfPsufficient!lifestyle!and!moving!on!from!the!
supportive!environment!of!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House.!!
!
The!Alaska!Prisoner!Reentry!Task!Force!was!created!in!2010!and!endorsed!by!Governor!
Sean!Parnell.!!Their!FivePYear!Prisoner!Reentry!Strategic!Plan!for!2011P2016!identifies!
effective!strategies,!partners,!and!organizations!that!are!capable!of!making!Alaskan!
communities!safer!by!establishing!“a!seamless!set!of!best!practices!aimed!at!reducing!the!
number!of!adult!offenders!who!return!to!custody”.!!The!Strategic!Plan!lauds!the!faith!
community!for!its!role!in!creating!safer!communities!by!stating!that!“citizens!from!the!faith!
community!provide!much!of!the!mentorship!required!to!help!released!prisoners!turn!away!
from!the!negative!influences!that!lead!back!to!prison.!Without!the!stabilization!that!comes!
from!access!to!housing,!employment,!sober/mental!health!and!positive!peer!supports,!
individuals!…!revert!back!to!old!patterns.”!!The!Alaska!Prisoner!Reentry!Task!Force!
identifies!Alaska!Correctional!Ministries!by!name!in!their!Strategic!Plan!as!the!faithPbased!
organization!in!Alaska!that!“uses!best!practices!in!…!transitional!service!programs”!and!calls!
ACM!a!“partner!to!turn!the!curve,”!as!a!partner!to!help!create!stronger!and!safer!
communities!in!Alaska.!!The!Strategic!Plan!cites!state!and!local!faithPbased!organizations,!
just!like!Haven!House,!as!additional!“partners!to!turn!the!curve”!and!argues!that!more!
transitional!community!residences!like!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House!and!Haven!House!are!
needed!because!“far!too!many!people!coming!back!to!their!home!communities!are!…!in!need!
of!the!kind!of!support!and!care!that!these!residences!provide.”!!
!
Alaska!Correctional!Ministries!strongly!supports!the!work!of!Haven!House,!Inc.!in!Juneau.!!
We!believe!the!successful!practices!of!New!Hope!Safe!Living!House!and!Alaska!Correctional!
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Ministries,!Inc.!can!be!replicated!by!Haven!House.!!This!is!our!opportunity!to!show!that!all!
members!of!the!Juneau!community!deserve!to!be!shown!acceptance!and!forgiveness!as!we!
strive!to!create!an!Alaska!that!is!safer!for!and!supportive!of!all!of!our!residents.!!
!
!
!
Chaplain!Brenda!Nagunst!
Executive!Director!
Alaska!Correctional!Ministries,!Inc.!

!
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John Shinholser
President/CoFounder
Honesty B. Liller
CEO

Frank Brewer
Caroline County
Recovery Community
Center Peer Leader

Mike Mason
Director of
Development
David Rook
Intake Specialist/
Peer Leader
Michelle Rook
Compliance Manager
Blake Rosenbaum
Peer Leader

April 17, 2014
June Degnan
President
Haven House Board of Directors
PO Box 20875
Juneau, Alaska 99802
Re: Haven House in Juneau
Dear Ms. Degnan,

Wayne Blanks
Board Member

Nancy Spratley
Secretary
Board Member

I am writing to support your efforts to open Haven House in Juneau Alaska. Haven
House will be a recovery and reentry home for up to nine women coming out of
prison.

Terry Kinum
Board Member

Activities in Alaska March 5 – March 11, 2014

John Rueger
Board Member

I know about Haven House because I was in Juneau from March 5 to March 11,
2014, on a trip hosted by the Juneau Reentry Coalition. While in Juneau, I visited
the site of Haven House at 3202 Malissa Drive with Kara Nelson, one of the codirectors of Haven House.

Jimmy Brooks
Board Member
Carol Pleasants
Board Member/
Vice-President
Matthew Daniel
Board Member
Chick Jordan
Board Member
Bernie Meyer, Jr.
Board Member
Darin Parr
Board Member
Dr. James Thompson
Board Member

John Finn
Board Member
Cynthia May
Board Member
Wil Inge
Board Member

The purpose of my trip to Juneau was to reach out to people in recovery from drug
and alcohol addiction and to raise awareness and educate the public and providers
about addiction and recovery.
I am Founder and President of The McShin Foundation, which was established in
2004. The McShin Foundation is Virginia’s leading Peer to Peer Recovery
Community Organization, which uses recovering addicts and alcoholics to educate,
mentor and spread the message of recovery to individuals new in sobriety. I have
also testified as an expert witness in the field of addiction to help courts determine
the proper sentence for a criminal defendant who has a history of substance abuse
problems. I have been working to help individuals and families in or seeking
recovery from the disease of addiction since 1982.
The good news is that there are twenty million persons in this country in long-term
recovery. Recovery from addiction is real. However, our jails are still full of people
who have substance abuse problems. If we offer them safe, sober, supportive
housing when they are released from prison, this greatly increases their chances to
stay clean and sober and live a healthier life.

Jimmy Christmas
Board Member
Jim Walker
Board Member
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While in Juneau, I made a presentation to the general population at Lemon
Creek Correctional Institute; met with Lemon Creek Staff; attended “Success
Inside and Out;” met with persons involved with the Juneau Therapeutic Court;
attended a Board meeting for the Juneau chapter of the National Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence; at the Alaska State Legislature, presented a
“Lunch and Learn” talk for legislators and their staff on Addiction and Recovery;
and met individually with twelve legislators or their staff on the same topic. My
activities at the Alaska State Legislature were with the Alaska Mental Health
Trust Authority.
I also presented a daylong training on “Recovery Coach Training” in Juneau,
which about 50 people attended. The training teaches people in the community
how to offer peer support to individuals new to sobriety. I also showed to a
packed house at a local theatre a new documentary, “The Anonymous People,”
on 12-step programs and the historic recovery movement that is spreading
across this country.
I hope that the City government in Juneau supports this vital movement and
supports Haven House in opening a sober living home in Juneau dedicated to
women getting out of prison. The recovery community in Juneau is alive and well
and would support such a home.
Experience With Opening and Operating Recovery Homes
What may be most relevant to your situation is that, since 1982, I have helped
start at least 30 recovery homes in the Richmond, Virginia metropolitan area.
The McShin Foundation currently operates five recovery homes in Richmond
with a total of 60 beds. Our homes have a “house manager” that lives there and
oversees the home. If needed, a staff is always reachable by telephone for
emergencies. Many of the current and past residents of McShin Homes have a
criminal record. The McShin homes accept people directly released from prison
in accord with a home plan approved by the prison authorities. The Richmond
Virginia area has approximately 100 recovery homes in an area of about one
million people.
Based on this experience, I can say with confidence that a well-maintained and
well-run recovery home does not decrease property values in a neighborhood. In
fact, these homes increase property values. They are value-added to the
community because they make the community safer. Most people in prison have
a history of substance abuse and, when they come out of prison, if they have a
safe and sober place to live with sound house rules, they are more likely to stay
out of prison.
It is also my experience that the neighbors to a recovery home come to value it
when they see that it is not a source of disturbance in their neighborhood. The
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neighbors also come to appreciate it when they experience a loved one who is
released from prison and needs a safe and sober place to live.
The residence at 3202 Malissa Drive seemed quite suitable for a recovery home.
The home had nice, fairly large, common areas. The bedrooms were small but
adequate for two persons. The neighborhood seemed quiet.
Recovery homes are being started all over the country because they help people
lead healthier lives. Recovery homes are a mark of a community that is forward
thinking. I wish you success in your efforts to open one in Juneau.
If I can provide any additional information, please contact me or Honesty B. Liller
Chief Executive Officer of the McShin Foundation.
Sincerely,

John Shinholser
President
c.c.: Honesty Liller
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September 17, 2012
Dear Grant Review Team,
It is my pleasure to write this letter in support of Haven House's application for SSAB Tier I funds. It is
absolutely clear that Haven House will provide a great service for ourcommunity and we are anxiously
anticipating the day when Haven House opens its doors.
As you know, the Glory Hole is an emergency shelter, soup, kitchen, and care center. We are open 365
days of the year and provide breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, food boxes, warm day shelter, emergency
shelter, and other programs and services. Our mission to provide food, shelter, and compassion to those
in need.
One of the most heartbreaking aspects of operating the Glory Hole is seeing women with substance
abuse issues come out of jail and stay at the Glory Hole. The first days and weeks are very positive.
The women are generally busy looking for work, having interviews, and often finding jobs, getting
their documents in order, applying for housing, going to AA meetings, generally trying very hard to
have a good life. However, as the days and weeks go by and the women fail time after time to find
housing, on account of lack of affordable housing in Juneau or because no one wants to/can rent to
felons, things begin to deteriorate. The women, desperate for stable housing return to their partners, the
same partners that got them into jail in the first place. They get into new terrible relationships, often
prostituting themselves for housing. They start drinking and using drugs again. This happens over and
over again because stable housing is essential to recovery and normalization.
Without a stable place to live, women will continue on having relapses and will continue on with the
vicious cycles of being in and out of jail, in and out of abusive relationships, losing and regaining
custody of their children, perpetuating homelessness, drug abuse, and violence. Haven House creates
the possibility to break the cycle, to provide these women with a fighting chance of a good life, a
normal life, a life in wholesome space, instead of an emergency shelter, the gutter, the bed of an abuser.
If Haven House is able to operate, it will assume a very important place in the Juneau continuum of
care. I strongly urge to approve Haven House's request for funding and to do everything in your power
to support Haven House in any way you can.
Respectfully,

Mariya Lovishchuk
Executive Director
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The Importance of Stable
Housing for Formerly
Incarcerated Individuals

the affordability protections that implement the governing housing program.
An evaluation of ve such approaches in this two-part
article demonstrates that successful efforts must observe
six key principles:
•

meeting short-term and long-term physical and nancial needs;

•

reinvesting excess proceeds back into affordable
housing;

•

guaranteeing affordability for current and future
tenants;

•

weeding out poorly performing owners and managers;

•

providing for tenant participation in the decisionmaking process; and

•

ensuring clarity in the governing law and regulations.

Passage of Congressman Frank’s draft omnibus preservation bill would be a signicant step in the right direction for several of the types of properties reviewed here.
Other innovative long-term measures should be explored
as well, such as providing stronger incentives to transfer these projects to mission-driven nonprots or to local
land trusts, in order to provide greater assurances of longterm public benet from responsible recapitalization.20
By combining the lessons learned from prior approaches
with new innovative proposals, this important housing
stock can remain a viable and valuable asset long into the
future. n

Each year more than 725,000 people leave state and
federal prisons.1 An additional 230,000 people leave
county jails every week.2 Formerly incarcerated individuals struggle to secure employment, obtain medical care
and avoid substance abuse. According to criminal justice
ofcials, however, nding housing is the biggest challenge faced by individuals returning to the community.3
This article will identify the barriers to accessing stable
housing, describe the housing arrangements of individuals returning to the community and explore the relationship between residential instability and recidivism.

Obstacles to Stable Housing
A number of institutional and legal barriers prevent
formerly incarcerated individuals from nding stable
housing after release. Private housing represents 97%
of the total housing stock in the United States.4 Due to
soaring prices, however, private housing is simply out of
reach for many formerly incarcerated individuals living
in urban areas.5 Moreover, most landlords conduct criminal background checks on prospective tenants.6 Given the
short supply of affordable housing, landlords can afford to
deny housing to applicants with criminal records. Screening for sex offenders is especially prevalent.
Federally assisted housing is the only option for many
people leaving correctional facilities. Harsh admission

1

HEATHER C. WEST & WILLIAM J. SABOL, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUSSTATISTICS, PRISONERS IN 2007 (2008), available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.
gov/bjs/pub/pdf/p07.pdf.
2
AMY L. SOLOMON ET AL., LIFE AFTER LOCKUP: IMPROVING REENTRY FROM JAIL TO
THE COMMUNITY XV (2008), available at http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/centers
institutes/pri/pdfs/Final%20Life%20After%20Lockup.pdf.
3
CATERINA GOUVIS ROMAN & JEREMY TRAVIS, THE URBAN INST., TAKING STOCK:
HOUSING, HOMELESSNESS, AND PRISONER REENTRY 2 (2004), available at http://
www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411096_taking_stock.pdf.
4
JOAN PETERSILIA, CALIFORNIA POLICY RESEARCH CENTER, UNDERSTANDING CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONS 69 (2006).
5
See NAT’L LOW INCOME HOUS. COALITION, OUT OF REACH 2009, http://www.
nlihc.org/oor/oor2009/data.cfm?getstate=on&getmsa=on&msa=2243&
state=CA. For example, the fair market rent for a one-bedroom apartment in Oakland, California, is $1,093.
6
See Maria Foscarinis & Rebecca K. Troth, Reentry and Homelessness:
Alternatives to Recidivism, 39 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 440, 446 (2005). All 50
states allow private landlords to screen an applicant for a criminal
record. But see Madison, Wis. Code of Ordinances, Ch. 39.03(1) and (4)
(Renumbered by Ord. 12,039, Adopted 2-17-98), available at http://www.
municode.com/resources/gateway.asp?pid=50000&sid=49, Urbana, Ill,
Code of Ordinances, Ch. 12 Art. III. Div. 1, §§ 12-37 and 12-64, (Ord. No.
7879-92, § 1(29), 4-24-79; Ord. No. 9798-49, § 1, 10-6-97), available at http://
www.city.urbana.il.us/. Both Madison, Wisconsin and Urbana, Illinois
passed ordinances that prevent discrimination on the basis of an arrest
or conviction record.
TICE

20
Exit tax relief is one such important proposal that would help address
the issue of many private owners being unwilling to sell due to the
steep capital gains taxes they would incur as a result of having taken
prior signicant depreciation deductions. Many owners thus hold onto
their property to secure the step up in basis that occurs upon transfer at
death, thus eliminating both the tax revenue to the government, as well
as potentially failing to recapitalize the property. Exit tax relief would
eliminate this tax burden in cases of a sale to a preservation-motivated
purchaser.
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policies, however, prevent many people with criminal
records from accessing federally assisted housing. Public
housing authorities (PHAs) must reject lifetime registered
sex offenders and individuals convicted of manufacturing or producing methamphetamine on the premises of
federally assisted housing.7 In addition, federal law permits PHAs to deny admission to applicants with histories
of violent criminal activity, drug-related criminal activity,
or criminal activity that may threaten the health, safety
or peaceful enjoyment of the premises by other residents.8
The statute directs PHAs to consider criminal activity that
occurred within a “reasonable time” prior to the admission decision.9 Nevertheless, some PHAs consider criminal activity that occurred as long as 10 years prior to the
admission decision.10

Housing Arrangements After Release
Because of the barriers to obtaining stable housing,
many formerly incarcerated individuals end up in unstable housing arrangements. A total of 10% of parolees are
homeless nationwide.11 In large urban areas such as Los
Angeles and San Francisco, 30% to 50% of parolees are
homeless.12 A large portion of formerly incarcerated individuals rely on family members to provide shelter after
release.13 Some family members, however, set limits on
the amount of time that a returning relative can stay.14
Consequently, formerly incarcerated individuals end up
“shuttling” between relatives, friends, shelters and the
street.15 A study of men returning to the metropolitan

7

42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1437n(f), 13663 (Westlaw Oct. 27, 2009). The ban on individuals convicted of manufacturing or producing methamphetamine
does not apply to project-based Section 8, Section 202, Section 811, Section 221(d)(3), Section 236, or USDA housing. The ban on lifetime registered sex offenders does not apply to USDA housing.
8
42 U.S.C.A. § 13661(c) (Westlaw Oct. 27, 2009).
9
Id.
10
See San Francisco Housing Authority Admissions and Continued
Occupancy Plan 2008, available at http://www.sfha.org/about/pha/
pdf/2008ACOP.pdf.
11
LITTLE HOOVER COMM’N, BACK TO THE COMMUNITY: SAFE & SOUND PAROLE
POLICIES 39 (2003).
12
Id.
13
See Nancy La Vigne et al., The Urban Institute, CHICAGO PRISONERS’
EXPERIENCES RETURNING HOME 16 (2004), available at http://www.urban.
org/UploadedPDF/311115_ChicagoPrisoners.pdf. In a study of men
returning to Chicago, 88% of the men reported living with family members or intimate partners four to eight months after release.
14
TRACEY L. SHOLLENBERGER, THE URBAN INST., WHEN RELATIVES RETURN: INTERVIEWS WITH FAMILY MEMBERS OF RETURNING PRISONERS IN HOUSTON, Texas 9-10
(2009), available at http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411903_when_
relatives_return.pdf. The study followed family members of men and
women returning to Houston. Of the family members who provided
housing to a returning relative, over half imposed limits on the duration of the housing arrangements. Some of the study participants said
that the returning relative could stay until he or she found an apartment or a job. Others said that the returning relative could stay as long
as he or she did not use drugs or engage in criminal activity.
15
JEREMY TRAVIS, BUT THEY ALL COME BACK: FACING THE CHALLENGES OF PRISONER REENTRY 219 (The Urban Inst. Press 2005).
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Cleveland area reveals the extent of the shuttling:16 63% of
the study participants reported living in two, three, four, or
ve places within the rst year after release.17 At the end of
the rst year, 46% of the men referred to their housing
arrangements as temporary and expected to move within a
few weeks or months.18 Conversely, a small portion of formerly incarcerated individuals manage to secure their own
apartment or house after release. In a study of men returning to Chicago, only 19% of the study participants reported
living in their own place 16 months after release.19

Relationship Between Unstable Housing
and Recidivism
Ultimately, many individuals are not able to avoid
re-incarceration. In California, for example, 79% of parolees return to prison or abscond.20 Research suggests that
securing stable housing is crucial to successful re-entry.
The study of men returning to the Cleveland metropolitan
area found that obtaining stable housing within the rst
month after release inhibited re-incarceration.21 As stated
in an Urban Institute study, “The importance of nding
a stable residence cannot be overestimated: men who
found such housing within the rst month after release
were less likely to return to prison during the rst year
out.”22 The study of men returning to Chicago reinforces
the idea. Study participants who reported living in their
own apartment or house two months after release faced a
lower risk of re-incarceration.23
Moreover, a study of over 40,000 individuals returning to New York City from state correctional facilities
reveals the correlation between shelter use and risk of
recidivism.24 Individuals who entered a homeless shelter
within the rst two years after release faced a higher risk
of re-incarceration.25 Perhaps more signicantly, individuals who reported living in a shelter before incarceration
faced a higher risk of both shelter use after release and
re-incarceration.26 The gures suggest that “the crossing
16

CHRISTY A. VISHER & SHANNON M.E. COURTNEY, THE URBAN INST., ONE YEAR
OUT: EXPERIENCES OF PRISONERS RETURNING TO CLEVELAND 1 (2007), available
at http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/311445_One_Year.pdf.
17
Id. at 3.
18
Id.
19
JENNIFER YAHNER & CHRISTY VISHER, THE URBAN INST., ILLINOIS PRISONERS’
REENTRY SUCCESS THREE YEARS AFTER RELEASE 3 (2008), available at http://
www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411748_reentry_success.pdf.
20
LITTLE HOOVER COMM’N, supra note 11, at 55.
21
VISHER & COURTNEY, supra note 16, at 11.
22
Id.
23
YAHNER & VISHER, supra note 19, at 3.
24
Stephen Metraux & Dennis P. Culhane, Homeless Shelter Use and Reincarceration Following Prison Release, 3 CRIMINOLOGY & PUB. POLICY 139
(2004).
25
Id. at 147.
26
Id. During the rst two years after release, roughly 11% of the study
participants entered a homeless shelter and 33% returned to prison.
Among the study participants with a record of shelter use prior to
incarceration, however, roughly 45% entered a homeless shelter and
42% returned to prison.
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over from incarceration to homelessness, and vice versa,
threatens to transform spells of incarceration or homelessness into more long-term patterns of social exclusion.”27
Directing housing assistance to individuals with a history
of residential instability before incarceration could reduce
the rate of homelessness and re-incarceration among the
re-entry population.28

Conclusion
Many formerly incarcerated individuals end up in
unstable housing arrangements after release. As the
research above indicates, stable housing is a vital component of effective re-entry. By working to reduce the barriers that prevent formerly incarcerated individuals from
accessing stable housing, advocates can reduce recidivism
and improve public safety and community wellbeing. n

Recent Cases
The following are brief summaries of recently reported
federal and state cases that should be of interest to housing
advocates. Copies of the opinions can be obtained from a
number of sources including the cited reporter, Westlaw,1
Lexis,2 or, in some instances, the court’s website.3 Copies
of the cases are not available from NHLP.

Housing Choice Voucher Program: Police Report
Insufﬁcient to Establish Drug-Related Criminal
Activity
Weekes v. Boston Hous. Auth., No. 09H784CV00531 (Mass.
Hous. Ct. Dec. 10, 2009). In terminating a voucher tenant’s
assistance, a hearing ofcer relied on a police report stating that ofcers seized clear plastic bags containing a
substance “believed to be Class D marijuana” from the
tenant’s apartment. The court found that the statements
in the police report, standing alone, were insufcient to
establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the substance seized from the tenant’s apartment was marijuana.
The court therefore found that the hearing ofcer’s conclusion that the tenant allowed her apartment to be used
for drug-related criminal activity in violation of her Section 8 lease was legally erroneous. The court vacated the
hearing ofcer’s decision and ordered the housing authority to reinstate the tenant’s voucher.

Housing Choice Voucher Program: Evidence
Supported Hearing Ofﬁcer’s Finding that Tenant
Was Evicted
Morford-Garcia v. Metro. Council Hous. & Redev. Agency, 2009
WL 4909435 (Minn. Ct. App. Dec. 22, 2009) (unreported).
An owner led an eviction action against a voucher tenant. The parties later entered into a settlement agreeing to
a mutual termination of the lease. The settlement stated
that if the tenant violated its terms, the landlord would be
entitled to an immediate writ of recovery. The tenant violated the settlement, and a writ of recovery was issued but
later canceled. The tenant argued that the record did not
support the hearing ofcer’s nding that she was evicted.
The court disagreed, nding that an eviction judgment
must have been entered in the owner’s favor, or else a writ
of recovery would not have been issued. The court also
found that there was substantial evidence to support the
27

Id. at 142.
Id. at 151; see also CORP. FOR SUPPORTIVE HOUS., GETTING OUT WITH NOWHERE
TO GO: THE CASE FOR RE-ENTRY SUPPORTIVE HOUSING, available at http://www.
csh.org/_data/global/images/ReEntryBooklet.pdf. Research shows that
supportive housing—permanent affordable housing linked to services—works to break the cycle of homelessness and incarceration.
28
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1

http://www.westlaw.com.
http://www.lexis.com.
3
For a list of courts that are accessible online, see http://www.uscourts.
gov/links.html (federal courts) and http://www.ncsc.dni.us/COURT/
SITES/courts.htm#state (for state courts). See also http://www.courts.
net.
2
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Studies on Effectiveness of Housing Former Offenders
National Housing Law Project, Housing Law Bulletin, Volume 40, “The Importance of Stable Housing
for Formerly Incarcerated Individuals”
(http://www.nhlp.org/files/Importance%20of%20Stable%20Housing%20for%20Formerly%20Incarcer
ated_0.pdf)
“Research suggests that securing stable housing is crucial to successful re-entry. The study of men
returning to the Cleveland metropolitan area found that obtaining stable housing within the first month
after release inhibited re-incarceration. As stated in an Urban Institute study, ‘The importance of finding
a stable residence cannot be overestimated: men who found such housing within the first month after
release were less likely to return to prison during the first year out.’The study of men returning to
Chicago reinforces the idea. Study participants who reported living in their own apartment or house two
months after release faced a lower risk of re-incarceration.
Moreover, a study of over 40,000 individuals returning to New York City from state correctional facilities
reveals the correlation between shelter use and risk of recidivism. Individuals who entered a homeless
shelter within the first two years after release faced a higher risk of re-incarceration. Perhaps more
significantly, individuals who reported living in a shelter before incarceration faced a higher risk of both
shelter use after release and in-incarceration. The figures suggest that “the crossing over from
incarceration to homelessness, and vice versa, threatens to transform spells of incarceration or
homelessness into more long-term patterns of social exclusion. “ Directing housing assistance to
individuals with a history of residential instability before incarceration could reduce the rate of
homelessness and re-incarceration among the re-entry population.”
Criminal Recidivism in Alaska, Alaska Judicial Council, January 2007
“Offenders are much more likely to re-offend or be remanded to custody during the first year after
release, and especially during the first six months. Using existing resources for ‘re-entry’ programs may
be a cost-effective way to reduce recidivism by helping offenders to adjust to the expectations of
employers, treatment providers, and others with whom they must interact. Re-entry programs can also
deal with offenders’ treatment needs, and help them find safe, sober housing.”
In Our Backyard: Overcoming Community Resistance to Reentry Housing (A NIMY Toolkit)
(http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/TOOL_KIT_1-NIMBY_FINAL.pdf)
“Supportive housing programs provide stable and safe housing to homeless formerly incarcerated men
and women alongside comprehensive and individualized services, such as education and vocational
training, employment assistance and counseling, substance abuse treatment, access to medical and
mental health care, family reunification counseling, and other specialized services directed at promoting
independent living and reintegration into the community. There is growing evidence that supportive
housing for homeless formerly incarcerated persons reduces recidivism, makes neighborhoods safer,
promotes family re-unification, and is more humane and cost-effective than re-incarceration.”
Alaska Prisoner Reentry Task Force Five-Year Prisoner Reentry Strategic Plan, 2011-2016
(http://www.correct.state.ak.us/TskForce/documents/FiveYear%20Prisoner%20Reentry%20Plan.pdf)
“As rightly observed by the 2010 Council of State Governments Justice Center, ‘[w]ithout a stable
residence, it is nearly impossible for newly released individuals to reconnect positively to a community.’
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When individuals are released from prison or jail, the ability to access safe and secure housing within
the community is crucial to their successful reentry. Studies have shown that the first month after
release is a vulnerable period “during which the risk of becoming homeless and/or returning to criminal
justice involvement is high.” Yet, in most communities to which individuals return after incarceration,
accessible and affordable housing is in exceedingly short supply. The additional challenges unique to
people with criminal histories make it even more difficult for them to obtain stable housing.
More often than not, when these individuals are not linked to the services and supports that could
facilitate their successful reintegration; they end up back in jail for either violating the conditions of their
release or for committing a new crime. According to the 2007 Alaska Judicial Council recidivism study,
one of the greatest contributing factors to recidivism was indigence, a condition impacting an
individual’s ability to find housing.
Historically, the ADOC has performed insufficient prerelease planning to educate soon to be released
prisoners on housing options or services in their communities. Soon the ADOC intends to implement its
Offender Reentry Program that will provide convicted felons with an Individual Reentry Plan addressing,
among other things, the prisoner’s plans for housing. To what extent institutional probation officers will
be able to go beyond ascertaining if the prisoner has housing to actually working proactively to help the
prisoner find housing prior to release remains unknown at this time.
Even if probation officers had lower caseloads and thus more time to work proactively with the
probationer, the lack of accessible and affordable housing stock in most of Alaska’s communities makes
it difficult even with the most proactive efforts on the part of probationer officer and probationer alike.”
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April 8, 2014
Dear Neighbors,
Thank you for attending Haven House’s neighborhood information meeting. We
appreciated the opportunity to meet with you and believe we have a better
understanding of your concerns and fears surrounding Haven House and our
future residents.
We are all concerned about safety in Juneau. We strongly believe that Juneau
will be safer for having Haven House and we may not have explained that as well
as we could have at the meeting. If a woman getting out of prison cannot find
safe, stable and sober housing, she is more likely to violate conditions of
probation or parole or commit other crimes. With safe, stable, structured, sober
housing, she is more likely to stay out of prison and become an engaged
productive member of society. As one report put it, “There is growing evidence
that supportive housing for homeless formerly incarcerated persons reduces
recidivism, makes neighborhoods safer, promoted family re-unification, and is
more humane and cost-effective than re-incarceration.” 1
Haven House is part of a Statewide and nationwide effort to more effectively help
persons getting out of prison, an urgent goal being taken up by government
agencies, non-profit corporations, churches, individual volunteers. We hope you
join us in that effort. We hope these answers to your questions may help you do
that.
When he signed the Second Chance Act in 2008, President Bush said, “The
country was built on the belief that each human being has limitless potential and
worth. Everybody matters. Even those who have struggled with a dark past can
find brighter days ahead.”
To open Haven House, we plan to apply by April 21, 2014, for a use not
listed/conditional use permit in accord with the letter from Hal Hart, Director of
Community Development Department (CDD), dated March 18, 2014.
Below are answers to your questions. A few of the questions will be more fully
addressed in our application.
Sincerely,

Larry Talley
Secretary, Haven House Inc.
In Our Backyard: Overcoming Community Resistance to Reentry Housing (A NIMBY
Toolkit) by Fortune Society and John Jay College of Criminal Justice at 3 (2011)J.

1
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1. Groups homes are made up of disabled people. What kind of disability
would the residents have?
“Group home” is a term that has different definitions in different contexts. A
group home can mean a group of people living together in a home where the
people are not related to each other but are living together out of affection,
convenience, or a common interest.
We understand that you are most likely referring to “group home” as that term is
defined in CBJ Ordinance CBJ 49.80.120. We believe Haven House is properly
categorized as a single family residence and the residents of Haven House fall
within the definition of family, namely “a group of people living together as an
integrated housekeeping unit,” CBJ 49.80.120. In the alternative, we believe that
Haven House is a group home. Haven House will have nine residents and at
least seven residents will be women being released from prison who are
committed to recovery from addiction. The women in recovery will clearly have a
disability (addiction). Past history of drug or alcohol abuse is a handicap or
disability. The two additional residents may also have this disability.
However, as you know, in its March 18, 2014 letter, CDD rescinded its earlier
determination that Haven House was a halfway house and concluded that the
CBJ ordinances regarding halfway houses and group homes were
unenforceable. CDD concluded that Haven House is a boardinghouse and
rooming house or is most similar to a boardinghouse and rooming house.
2. What are the rules, regulations and or protocols for residents?
Please send us a copy.
a. With no supervisor on-site, how can you enforce these?
b. What is the expectation for alcohol use? Will there be regular testing for
illegal drug use? If a woman does not follow expectations and/or tests
positive for an illegal substance, what is the consequence?
c. Will there be a sign out/in form? Will there be a curfew in place? How
long is a resident allowed to be absent from the house?
Haven House will have house rules for residents. We have carefully reviewed
the policies and house rules developed by similar re-entry programs in other
cities. We are finalizing these rules and are making changes in two areas to
respond to your concerns. First, a woman who is required to register on the
Alaska sex offender registry will not be eligible to reside at Haven House. While
very few sex offenders are women, and while the probation/parole officer would
not recommend a woman required to register as a sex offender to live at Haven
House, Haven House itself will not accept a woman in this category.
Second, a woman who violates the rule against alcohol or drugs [except, of
course, for prescription drugs prescribed for the woman] on the Haven House
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premises will be dismissed from Haven House. Haven House always had a zero
tolerance stance on drugs and alcohol but we have established mandatory
dismissal as the penalty for violating this rule.
In addition to the prohibition on the possession of alcohol or drugs on the
premises, the house rules will establish will establish the conditions for a daily
curfew of 10:00 p.m.; random inspections of rooms; visitation only by legal family
members—with check of online court records for all visitors; limitations on
absences from the home; shared household chores; and compliance with
conditions of probation/parole.
a. We will have an onsite night-time supervision of the house every night. We
will describe the operation of the house during the day more fully in our CBJ
application.
b. As noted, Haven House will not allow any alcohol or drug use on the premises
by any resident, staff, or volunteer. Those residents who are on probation or
parole will be subject to testing by probation/parole officers or any other authority
as allowed by Alaska law. Haven House does not plan to conduct drug testing
for residents at this time.[ 2] If a Haven House staff member suspects a woman
has been using drugs or alcohol, the staff member will contact the woman’s
probation/parole officer.
c. Haven House will have a sign out/sign in form. There will be a 10:00 p.m.
curfew. Each resident is required to obtain pre-approval from the staff if she will
be away from the home for more than 24 hours.
3. In light of the city's classification of Haven House as a halfway house,
have you considered moving to a location where your organization's
intentions would be properly zoned?
As you know, after you asked this question, CDD rescinded its classification of
Haven House as a halfway house and has concluded that its ordinance regarding
halfway houses is unenforceable. We never believed that Haven House is a
halfway house
4. Please provide an answer to the apparent discrepancy between Mr.
Talley's statement that women living in the house will be on
Probation/Parole, and Ms. Degnan's statement that the women will not be
serving a sentence and have completed all obligations to the Department of
Corrections. Are these residents still on parole or probation while living in
our neighborhood? Isn’t Probation/Parole still considered a sentence that
has not been completed?
Women living in Haven House may be on probation and/or parole. Women living
in Haven House will not be serving a sentence while living in Haven House. We
Per House Rules for Haven House, approved by the Board on April 20, 2014,
Haven House staff may administer drug tests to Haven House residents.

2
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believe that the term “serving a sentence for a criminal act” in CBJ 49.80.120 in
the definition of group home and halfway house means that the person is
confined to a particular location, must “serve their sentence” at that location, and
is in the custody of the Department of Corrections while they are serving a
sentence. In Juneau, people serve a sentence at the Lemon Creek Correctional
Institution and the Anka Street Halfway House. A person on probation or parole
can typically live anywhere subject to the approval of their probation or parole
officer (if they have a probation or parole officer) .
Yes, we agree that a woman on probation or parole has not completed all the
terms of their sentence. However, we do not believe that a woman is “serving a
sentence” at Haven House, the Glory Hole, the house of their friends, the house
of their parents, or anywhere else she may be living. If a woman violates the
conditions of her probation or parole, she may have to return to prison to “serve
her sentence.”
5. We understand that the house was purchased by Hugh Grant &
Associates and HH has a year lease with option to buy with a monthly rate
of $2500/mo. Is this true?
We are renting the house from a private party and we intend to respect that
party’s privacy.
6. Someone said the owner of the Airport mini-mall apartments offered up a
"large house" for HH use. Are there any plans to use this during the
months or years while your appeal is pending?
We have been made aware of a number of properties which might be available
for Haven House to rent. In the cases where those properties were available in a
reasonable timeframe and appeared to be suitable for our purposes we made
further inquiries. In the cases where the properties were only potentially available
at some unspecified future date, or, the properties didn’t meet Haven House
requirements, we have not made further inquiries.
At the neighborhood meeting on February 22, 2014, some people asked that we
look at the large red house, sometimes called “The Shattuck House,” in
downtown Juneau near the Governor’s Mansion. We immediately contacted the
owner, who lives in Anchorage. The owner stated that the basement apartment
was rented and that he had reached an agreement in principle to rent the house
to a tourist-related company and was sending that renter a lease. However we
could look at the house, in case the prospective rental fell through. We
immediately toured the house. It would have needed work to bring it up to our
standards and there was a renter for the downstairs basement apartment but we
wanted to follow up further on it in case it would be available. When we called
back the owner, he said that the tourist-related company had signed a two-year
lease.
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We will consider any other suggestions.
7. Some folks from Haven House have suggested that it meets the
definition of single-family residence under the CBJ code. Please explain.
The women living at Haven House will be “one or more persons living as a single
housekeeping unit,” which is the definition of family in CBJ 49.80.120. The
definition does not require any blood or legal relation among the persons. The
definition does not exclude anyone from being a member of a family because
they are on probation or parole. The definition does not require any particular
length of living together as a single housekeeping unit. The women at Haven
House will share chores and have communal meals. We explained further why
we believe we meet the definition of family in CBJ 49.80.120 in our appeal of
CDD’s first determination, which we filed on March 10, 2014.
8. Wouldn’t it be more cost effective for your benefactors, and less
destructive to the neighborhood, if you would simply take one or two of
these women to live with you, and maybe others on the board can do the
same. Spread out the people in ordinary families rather than create a
concentration of ex-offenders in a residential neighborhood where
everyone might not be as accepting as you?
We believe that the women participating in Haven House will derive benefit from
being part of a community of peers with similar backgrounds and shared
challenges and successes. Taking released women into a family home, where
they would certainly feel out-of-place, uncomfortable, and a burden, would not
offer the same opportunities for healing, self-respect, personal growth, and
positive peer support that we believe these women will provide for each other
within Haven House. Further, few, if any, on the Haven House Board have an
empty room in their homes and a room that they could commit to being empty for
two years.
We are not asking people in the neighborhood of 3202 Malissa Drive to have
women who they do not personally know live in their homes. We simply want to
locate Haven House in this neighborhood. It will not be destructive to the
neighborhood. Everyone involved with Haven House would be willing to have
Haven House in their neighborhood.
Finally, persons coming out of prison face tremendous difficulties in finding an
affordable, sober, stable, safe place to live. The lack of affordable, sober,
stable, safe housing linked with community services contributes to the high rate
of recidivism—people returning to jail after release—in Alaska. A group of
women released from prison living together in s safe, sober, structured
environment are less likely to reoffend. The Alaska Department of Corrections
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Five-Year Prisoner Reentry Strategic plan explains why the State supports faithbased prison and reentry support.
9. Some folks from Haven House have suggested that Haven House will not
provide supervision and other services, but previously you have said that
the house will be supervised by a house manager and a codirector.
Please explain.
a. If there will be a supervisor, do they have any experience supervising exoffenders living together?
b. If there is no supervision, how are these women going to be rehabilitated
as your stated mission implies?
Haven House will provide a nighttime supervisor. Haven House will explain the
supervision of the house during the day in its permit application. Haven House
will use the intake process as a new resident moves in as an opportunity to
ensure that each resident fully understands the house rules. Haven House staff
and the residents themselves will oversee adherence to house rules and
coordinate shared household chores and other communal activities during
weekly house meetings. Haven House staff will also share information with
Probation/Parole Officers. Haven House participants will sign release forms
allowing Probation/Parole Officers to share information with Haven House and
visa-versa as a condition of their application.
Haven House staff will provide referrals to externally provided services (12-step
programs, job training, etc.) and will assist Haven House participants in selecting
and participating in these external services. Haven House will establish mentors
for the residents. Staff and volunteers will serve as healthy role models for
residents as they assist the resident navigate the difficult transition back into
Juneau. Staff and volunteers will also learn from residents and develop
relationships with them. Staff, volunteers and residents will discuss faith and
how they have dealt with difficulties in their lives. This will result in a supportive
and safe community of peers, staff, and mentors at Haven House that will
support the women in making changes to increase their chances of integrating
back into the community.
10. What is the application process like for women wanting to live at HH?
Are there any backgrounds, criminal offenses or situations that could
disqualify a woman from applying to HH?
Haven House participants must complete an extensive application which will
include recommendations by Probation/Parole/Corrections Officers, and must
interview with Haven House staff. The applications will be carefully reviewed by
Haven House staff in consultation with the Probation/Parole Officers. A high
priority of the review process will always be to protect the potential success of the
participants who are already in the Haven House program. A woman who is
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required to register as a sex offender will not be eligible to reside at Haven
House.
11. Is there a long-term business plan or are we going year to year? What
commitments do you have in place for Budget Year #2 and #3?
We are continually seeking stable funding sources and have grant applications
under review and applications in process. Donations for Haven House are
gratefully accepted at http://juneaucf.org/. Until Haven House has a legal right to
operate, however, we cannot receive rental income and our ability to receive
grants, engage in fundraising, and seek commitments for future years is severely
undermined.
12. What is your policy on residents’ visitors? Who, how long, when, hours,
background checks, etc.?
Only legal family members may visit participants. Legal family members include
spouse but do not include boyfriends. Visits must be scheduled at least 48
hours in advance and approved by staff. The staff will conduct a background
check on all potential visitors by checking Court View, the online record system
of the Alaska Court System, and may conduct further investigation. Visiting will
occur in the main living room and visitors must leave by 10:00pm.
13. Will the residents have vehicles? If so, where will they park? Where will
additional parking be located for those visiting or checking in with the
women?
The residence at 3202 Malissa Drive has room for six cars on the Haven House
property: two in the garage and four in the driveway outside the garage. There
is room in front of the house to park two cars.
Based on our knowledge of the target participants and discussions with similar
homes in Anchorage we expect few, if any, of our residents initially to have cars.
However, eventually, after a resident has lived there a while and has a job and
steady income, it is likely that one or more residents may have a car.
The two co-directors may be at the residence at the same time and both may
have cars, although currently only one has a car. We expect the parking needs
of Haven House residents, staff and volunteers will usually easily be met with the
existing two-car garage and four spaces in front of the garage.
14. What is the expected length of stay for residents? How do you
determine when a resident is appropriate for release?
We offer program participants up to two years in Haven House. We expect most
residents will stay at least for six months and many will stay longer.
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Haven House does not release a woman in the same way that a correctional
faciility releases someone. A woman who resides at Haven House is free to
leave although, if she has a probation officer, she needs to have her residence
approved.
However, in talking to a resident about whether to move out of Haven House,
Haven House staff would primarily discuss whether she has other housing and
whether that housing is safe and affordable; is likely conducive to her recovery
from addiction, if she has that disability; is likely conducive to meeting the goals
she has identified, such as employment, spiritual grown and possibly
reunification with her children.
15. What is the safety plan if a resident or visitor becomes violent or is a
danger to other residents or to the neighborhood? Will Haven House, Inc.
be posting a surety bond?
The record of residences like Haven House are that the police are hardly, if ever,
called. For example, the police have never been called to either of the
Anchorage Correctional Ministry homes in Anchorage. Haven House will have a
number which will be answered 24/7 if a neighbor wants to report a problem. If
Haven House staff, residents or neighbors encounter a violent or threatening
situation, they should call the police.
Haven House does not plan to post a surety bond. We believe it would be
unprecedented for a project of this nature—a small project with no possibility of
large scale economic damage—to be requested to post a bond.
16. Who is Haven House accountable to if they do not follow their stated
plan and rules?
Haven House is a corporation and has the same accountability as any other
corporation. As a non-profit corporation, Haven House is run by a Board of
Directors, which sets policy for the organization. Haven House will provide a
phone number for the neighbors to call to report any problems which will be
answered 24/7.
17. What is your plan to assure the safety of neighborhood families,
children, and property? Please address safety with respect to residents, as
well as safety with regard to visitors, family, known associates, etc.
Haven House will offer housing to women who have been released from custody
and who can live anywhere. Because of Haven House supervision, house rules,
peer accountability, information sharing with Probation/Parole Officers, volunteer
mentors and other support systems, the neighbors will be much safer with
respect to the residents of Haven House than they would be from released
prisoners living in Juneau without these supports.
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For these same reasons the neighbors would likely be safer from Haven House
residents than they would be from a large family providing little supervision and
filling the house with children, children’s friends, occasional babysitters, possibly
couch-surfing relatives.
Please also see our answer to Question 12 regarding Haven House’s visiting
policy.
18. Are there any protocols in place for any uninvited unwanted visitors
and how to properly deal with that situation when it arises?
Haven House staff will ensure that all residents understand the visitor policy. If
an unwanted visitor comes by, Haven House staff will ask them to leave. If they
do not leave, staff will call the police. Our board is committed to providing our
staff with the training and resources that are recommended by the operators of
similar homes. For example our staff participated in a 40-hour “Certified Victim
Advocate” training provided by AWARE, and our staff traveled to Anchorage to
spend a week being mentored by staff at re-entry homes operated by Alaska
Correctional Ministries and New Life Ministries.
19. Which ones of the Board members have experience starting and
operating a transitional facility for ex-offenders?
Several board members have many years of direct experience meeting with
women who are still in the prison system, and over the years a great many of
those women have been released and have maintained their acquaintance with
our board members. Through that experience we have learned a great deal
about what women need in order to successfully re-enter society. We also have
board members (and staff) who have direct experience with founding and/or
operating women’s shelters. We are in close contact with Alaska Correctional
Ministries and New Life Ministries who operate similar programs in Anchorage.
We have paid for Alaska Correctional Ministries staff to travel to Juneau to
consult, and we have sent our staff to Anchorage for mentoring.
20. What type of research did you do into the zoning and allowable use
issues of this experiment prior to investing in this home? There are
multiple areas that are zoned for this use, why did you not choose one in a
properly zoned area? We are assuming you advised the realtor of your
intentions for the property- did your s/he fail to disclose the applicable
zoning to you?
We were aware that “group home” is an allowable use in the zone and we
applied for an allowable use permit for a group home. We now believe that this
was unnecessary because our use is more appropriately categorized as a single
family residence. However, CDD has determined that Haven House is a
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boarding house and rooming house, as defined in CBJ 49.80.210, or is a use
most similar to a boarding house and rooming house.
21. Please describe your site selection process. Why did you decide
against consulting the neighborhood’s residents during this process?
We searched diligently for a long time to find a house that was a good fit for our
requirements. We worked with multiple realtors and were shown a number of
properties. When we found the house we now intend to occupy we recognized
that, while it was not perfect, it was the best fit that we had seen in two years of
searching.
We believed that our use of this property was an allowed use in this
neighborhood and that under zoning codes this use did not require notification or
consultation with the neighbors before we move in. Our board also desired to
protect the privacy of our residents with respect to their status as felons in a
society that stigmatizes felons. But the primary reason we did not consult the
neighbors before renting the property was because we were applying for an
allowed use which was proper without prior notice to nearby property owners.
Our entire board would be pleased to have Haven House in our neighborhoods.
We did not anticipate a negative neighborhood reaction.
22. Haven House, Inc. cites a number of parallel programs across the
nation. These are close to bus routes, job centers, educational
opportunities, etc. Why did you decide to be located remotely from
services that the residents require in order to re-integrate into society?
It takes about 10 minutes to talk from the house to the bus stop at the corner of
Nancy St. and Mendenhall Loop Road, the bus stop going towards the glacier. It
takes a few minutes to cross the street and get the bus on the other side of the
street going towards downtown.
It takes about 15 minutes to walk from the house to the bus stops at the corner of
Haloff Way and Mendenhall Loop Road (where there is a cross walk to the other
side of the street).
A round-trip walk of 30 minutes a day is a reasonable distance and would meet
the standard recommendation for minimum physical exercise a day. Many people
who live in the Valley do not have a car and take the bus to jobs, schools, and
appointments.
We are currently of the opinion that, after two years of searching, this house is
the best fit that we can find.
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23. How many years are you prepared to engage in the appeals process
through the different levels of city government and state courts before
abandoning this location?
If our board decides this question the decision will be in executive session.
However we are fully committed to seeing this worthy and needed project to
completion. We believe that Haven House will be a very valuable addition to the
community of Juneau.
The need for housing for formerly incarcerated persons is immense. The need
for safe, sober, stable, structured, affordable housing for this population is
undeniable. We hope to contribute to filling this community need without
litigation.
24. Would your reconsider your decision and find another location if it is
clear that the majority of the Tall Timbers neighbors are uncomfortable with
their neighborhood being selected to for the halfway house? The house
could be rented to a family - your loss minimized. Furniture stored for a
future location. Assuming Hugh Grant supports your endeavor he could
waive any lost rent and return your years payment.
The board is open to considering all viable alternatives.
25. Residential neighborhoods get to know each other and who belongs
and who is a stranger. We school our children not to talk to strangers.
a. If you lived next door, what steps would you take to know who belongs
here anymore, in view of the continual turnover of residents?
b. How can families with small children be comfortable with a continual
flow of strangers - both HH residents and their visitors?
We expect that most women will stay for at least six months and they may stay
up to two years. Most residents will be living in the neighborhood longer than a
son or daughter who is home from college for the summer.
It is likely that the residents will not have that many visitors from their old life
because by agreeing to live at Haven House, they are committing to turning their
lives in a new direction and to cutting contact with unhealthy family and friends.
All visitors must schedule a visit 48 hours in advance, must be approved, and will
be subject to a check of their criminal history.
Further, the conditions of release for most of our residents will prohibit them from
associating with other felons, unless at an approved meeting or an approved
living situation, such as Haven House. So visitors are likely to be healthy and
safe and not another felon.
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A note specifically from Larry Talley, Haven House Board Secretary: I would
welcome Haven House in my neighborhood. It is worth noting that my children
are now sixteen and older, but I would introduce my children to Haven House
staff and, to the extent comfortable to all parties, to Haven House residents. I
would talk to my children about crime and prison and prisoners and recovery
from substance abuse and re-entry into society after coming out of prison. I
would try to find one or more Haven House participants who might feel
comfortable with my family, and make an attempt to integrate that person or
persons into my neighborhood, my church, my community, my circle of family
friends. If my children were younger I would introduce my children to the Haven
House staff if convenient but would otherwise expect my children and the
residents of Haven House to be mostly unaware of each other. In other words, I
would treat residents of Haven House like people.
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Estimated Cost of Fencing for 3202 Malissa Drive
It would cost approximately $6,000 – $8,000 to build a 6 foot high cedar fence on both sides of the
property at 3202 Malissa Drive. For vinyl fencing with the same specifications, it would cost
approximately $7,600 – $9,800.
Source: Chris Nelson, Haven House, Inc. Board Member and Appraiser, 4/17/14. Mr. Nelson checked on
a standard website, URL below, for building costs and obtained a verbal estimate from a local
contractor. http://www.homewyse.com/costs/cost_of_6_foot_privacy_fencing.html

Exhibit 35

Email from Michael Matthews, Research Analyst IV at the Department of Corrections
From: larry talley <larryt@acm.org>
Date: May 23, 2012 at 7:09:03 PM AKDT
To: HavenHouseJuneau@googlegroups.com
Subject: Fwd: FW: women released from prison annually in Alaska
Reply-To: havenhousejuneau@googlegroups.com
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Matthews, Michael T (DOC) <michael.matthews@alaska.gov>
Date: Wed, May 23, 2012 at 7:22 AM
Subject: RE: FW: women released from prison annually in Alaska
To: larry talley <larryt@acm.org>
Apologies Larry. Your request ended up in the 'done' file without being sent.
Here you go.
Michael Matthews
Research Analyst IV
Department of Corrections
State of Alaska
P.O. Box 112000
Juneau, AK 99811
907.465.3313
-----Original Message----From: larry.talley@gmail.com [mailto:larry.talley@gmail.com] On Behalf
Of larry talley
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 4:50 PM
To: Matthews, Michael T (DOC)
Subject: Re: FW: women released from prison annually in Alaska
Hi Mike, did I answer all of your questions about the information we would like?
Number of discharges of persons who were serving a sentence, by sex,
by facility, by year, would be great.
Larry
On Thu, May 17, 2012 at 3:39 PM, larry talley <larryt@acm.org> wrote:
Good questions!
Discharges by facility is fine, we want to know what community a
person was discharged into, not where they came from.
We want statistics for offenders who had a conviction and were serving
a sentence.
Thanks for refining my questions.
Larry
On Thu, May 17, 2012 at 10:52 AM, Matthews, Michael T (DOC)
<michael.matthews@alaska.gov> wrote:
Hi Larry,
My name is Mike Matthews and your data request was forwarded to me by Bonnie for response as she
no longer works for Corrections and I am her replacement.
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Just got a question or two and one or two comments:
*We can get you this information but only by the location of the facility from which the offender was
discharged. So if the offender was from Angoon, and she was discharged from Lemon Creek CC, then
she would be a Juneau discharge. Make sense?
*When you ask for "release" information, does it matter what the offender's status was prior to
release? Are you only looking for the count of releases for offenders who have a conviction? Or are you
looking for the gross count of discharges including unsentenced offenders who were discharged because
they were found not guilty, offenders released from non-criminal holds, convicted offenders, and anyone
else who was under our jurisdiction during the specified time period.
Mike
Michael Matthews
Research Analyst IV
Department of Corrections
State of Alaska
P.O. Box 112000
Juneau, AK 99811
907.465.3313
-----Original Message----From: Walters, Bonnie L (DOT)
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 8:18 AM
To: Matthews, Michael T (DOC)
Subject: FW: women released from prison annually in Alaska
Mike:
Another one for you...
Bonnie
-----Original Message----From: larry.talley@gmail.com [mailto:larry.talley@gmail.com] On
Behalf Of larry talley
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 8:00 AM
To: Walters, Bonnie L (DOT)
Cc: HavenHouseJuneau@googlegroups.com
Subject: Re: women released from prison annually in Alaska
Bonnie, excuse me for bothering you again, but, could you provide statistics on women released from
prison by community of release? My specific interest is Southeast Alaska, I would like to know how many
women are released annually in Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka, etc. But I can of course filter the communities
myself if you can provide the information.
Thanks again.
Larry Talley
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On Wed, Jan 6, 2010 at 8:19 AM, Walters, Bonnie L (DOC) <bonnie.walters@alaska.gov> wrote:
Mr. Talley:
I am responding to your request for the number of women released
from prison annually in Alaska. Here are the numbers for 2007 - 2009:
2007 - 8868
2008 - 8856
2009 - 9243
If you have any questions or need any further information, please
let me know.
Bonnie Walters
Research Analyst
Department of Corrections
(907) 465-3313

Convicted Female Offender Releases by
Facility: 2008-2011
Year

Facility
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Count

ANCHORAGE JAIL
ANVIL MTN CC
COOK INLET PRETRIAL
FAIRBANKS CC
HILAND MTN CC
KETCHIKAN CC
LEMON CREEK CC
MATSU PRETRIAL
WILDWOOD PRETRIAL
YUKON-KUSKOKWIM
CC
2008 z_TOTAL

28
86
1
316
1,076
60
90
88
206
222

2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

16
82
352
1,271
48
65
77
176

ANCHORAGE JAIL
ANVIL MTN CC
FAIRBANKS CC
HILAND MTN CC
KETCHIKAN CC
LEMON CREEK CC
MATSU PRETRIAL
WILDWOOD PRETRIAL

2,173
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2009 YUKON-KUSKOKWIM
CC
2009 z_TOTAL

2,322

2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010

ANCHORAGE JAIL
ANVIL MTN CC
FAIRBANKS CC
HILAND MTN CC
KETCHIKAN CC
LEMON CREEK CC
MATSU PRETRIAL
WILDWOOD CC
WILDWOOD PRETRIAL
YUKON-KUSKOKWIM
CC
2010 z_TOTAL

22
77
249
1,047
43
58
91
1
150
164

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

18
64
189
1,047
60
51
90
120
52

ANCHORAGE JAIL
ANVIL MTN CC
FAIRBANKS CC
HILAND MTN CC
KETCHIKAN CC
LEMON CREEK CC
MATSU PRETRIAL
WILDWOOD PRETRIAL
YUKON-KUSKOKWIM
CC
2011 z_TOTAL

235

1,902

1,691
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Aldersgate United Methodist Church
A Reconciling Congregation
Open Hearts, Open Doors, Open Minds
P.O. Box 33491 l Juneau, Alaska 99803
Rev. Susan Boegli, Pastor

April 21, 2014
June Degnan, President,
Haven House Board of Directors
PO Box 20875
Juneau, Alaska 99802.
Dear June,
I am writing you in support of Haven House opening its doors at 3202 Malissa Drive, which is a mere three
blocks from my own home. I currently live in the Aldersgate United Methodist parsonage on Tongass Drive
and love my neighborhood. Having the Haven House open its doors in our area is an honor and I look forward
to befriending the residents of the home.
I am so impressed with the vision and mission of your organization and the hearts of those involved. In my
view, helping women move back into society in a healthy and functional way is all of our responsibilities. I
only wish we had more organizations committed to renewing lives.
Yesterday was Easter, and I preached of course on new life and new possibilities. The Haven House is an
Easter story and I am thrilled to assist and work with you in any way I can. I am convinced that the fear some
neighbors feel regarding Haven House opening on Malissa Drive will vanish once the relationships are built
with the new residents. You can count on my service and support wherever Haven House opens, but I do
hope that it is on Malissa Drive so I can be a more prominent part in making this a story of success.
Blessings to all of you,
Rev. Susan Boegli
3228 Tongass Blvd
Juneau AK 99801

Phone: (907) 789-4050 l Fax: (907) 790-2185 l E-mail: aumcjuneau@gci.net l
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Sr. Delia Sizler, SC
P.O. Box 240793
Douglas, AK 99824
To whom it may concern:
It is my belief that 3202 Malissa Drive is the best location for Haven House as it is conducive to the
creation of a healthy community environment. My reasons for coming to this conclusion are the
following.
I have been a member of a religious community for 49 years, most of which I lived in intentional
community in groups of adult women living together for mutual support and with a common intention.
The homes in which this living experience was successful were those that had shared common living
space and space for privacy. We shared bathrooms and laundry space, kitchen and common room. We
had a place for our office needs and a place to keep our personal belongings. The floor plans allowed for
good relational living. These homes were located in neighborhoods, had yards and other homes near
us. As adult women we were responsible for maintaining our home.
I write this because I have considerable personal experience in creating and in living in intentional
community. The house the Haven House board is proposing for the Haven House on Malissa Drive has
all the elements that will aid in the creation of community living. It has ample common space, bedroom
space, bathrooms, kitchen and dining area and a floor plan that provides for relational living. And most
importantly, the house is constructed in a way that encourages the coming together for family type
living of adult women.
As a member of the board of Haven House I was thrilled when we discovered 3202 Malissa because it
resonates with what I have experienced in community living. It is unlike any other place the board could
find in Juneau as it has all those features that women needing a nurturing place to live require in order
to be safe and peaceful together. The rent is affordable and has been purchased by an individual for our
use. We hope that the neighbors will be respectful to the community of women who will live there.
In my opinion it is to the advantage of the CBJ to allow Haven House to occupy 3202 Malissa and permit
its opening soon. It is my hope that the leadership both of the CBJ and Haven House mutually work
together to promote this home for women previously incarcerated and desiring a relational community
in which to live and recover. Haven House has the potential of being a model home that is most needed
in our community.
Respectfully,

Sister Delia Sizler, SC
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April 23, 2014
Ms. June Degnan
President
Haven House Board of Directors

Dear Ms. Degnan,
I am writing this letter in support of your effort to open Haven House at 3202 Malissa
Drive, Juneau, AK 99801.
My name is Josclyn Peterson. I live in the neighborhood of 3202 Malissa Drive. I am
supporting the Haven House for a number of reasons. I work in Real Estate in the
community. The housing market here for rentals is very slim. I am hearing stories of
people renting couches out to strangers because there are no other options. Much less,
women getting out of jail with a felony charge; not only will they have a hard time
finding work, but enough work to pay rent and support a household.
I am the mother of a teenager and a toddler. I do not fear the women who will be housed
at the Haven House. There are more sex offenders in our neighborhood that I am
concerned with. As a mother or father, you will always have to keep an eye on your kids
no matter where you live. It is your duty to know your neighbors and to teach your
children about "stranger danger".
My vision for Haven House is that it would help women like my sister to re enter society
and become the woman she was meant to be. My sister has been on drugs for many years.
She was incarcerated in Texas for one year before she moved to Juneau. She successfully
finished her rehab treatment program. She moved here in Dec 2013 because my mom
was diagnosed with stage 4 Breast cancer. Only 5 months after diagnosis, my mom
passed away. My sister is not a bad person, she is not a child molester, or an abusive
person. She just needs a safe place where she could have the support and help to get her
on her feet. To help her become an independent woman for once in her life. She is not
married, has no children. My mom and her were really close. She has never been alone.
Right now, she is in the Half Way house and has the support of a case manager,
counselor, and Probation officer. When she gets out, she will not have that every day
support, or have a place to live. My sister is currently working 2 jobs and wants to have a
healthy normal life.
Thank you for taking the time to read this. I hope everything works out.
-Josclyn Peterson
209-6160
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Tom Wagner
Tom Collins
Kirsten Swanson
Julie Willoughby
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Law Department
DATE:
City &
TO:
FROM:

MEMORANDUM

14, 2014
BoroughAugust
of Juneau

SUBJECT:

Planning Commission
Robert H. Palmer, III
Assistant Municipal Attorney
Enforceability of Halfway House and Group Home provisions

This memorandum provides the legislative history and legal basis for why the halfway
house and group home provisions in Title 49 are likely unenforceable. This memorandum does
not preclude the Planning Commission (“Commission”) from making a different conclusion.
This memorandum also includes supplemental points of authority that show how courts have
approached similar cases.
The source of the enforceability concerns are based on the current definitions of halfway
house and group home as applied through the table of permissible uses (“TPU”). Those
definitions and the TPU changed in 2010. Notably, if Haven House had applied prior to 2010, it
would have likely qualified for an allowable use permit to operate as intended at 3202 Malissa
Drive because a halfway house or group home was a permitted use in a D-5 zone from at least
1987 until 2010.1
I.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

1987 to 2010: Regulation of group homes and halfway houses

A.

In 1987, Title 49 was completely repealed and reenacted.2 Since 1987 and until 2010, the
following definitions and TPU applied to group homes and halfway houses.

1

Assembly Meeting No. 2010-10, Minutes at 5 (April 12, 2010) (describing that the Commission only reviewed
an allowable use permit to impose conditions, but the Commission could not deny the permit).
2

Ord. 87-49 § 2.
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1987-1993 Group Home Definition: “A residential use such as a rooming
house or dwelling for persons seeking rehabilitation or recovery from any
physical, mental, emotional, or legal disability, or any combination
thereof, in a family setting including a child care home, halfway house,
handicapped or infirm home, intermediate care home and nursing care
home.”3
1993-2010 Group Home Definition: “‘Group home means a residential
use such as a rooming house or dwelling for persons seeking rehabilitation
or recovery from any physical, mental, emotional, or legal disability, or
any combination thereof, in a family setting including a child care home
residence, halfway house, handicapped or infirm home for persons with
disabilities, intermediate care home and nursing care home.4
1987-2010 Halfway House Definition: “‘Halfway House’ means a
single-family dwelling for not more than nine persons who have
demonstrated a tendency toward alcoholism, drug abuse, mental illness, or
antisocial or criminal conduct, together with not more than two persons
providing supervision and other services to such persons, all of whom live
together as a single housekeeping unit.”5
Figure 1: 1987-2010 Table of Permissible Uses6
Code
1.400
1.450

7.400

7.500

Use
description
Group
Homes D
[not used]
Institutions
(other than
halfway
houses)
where
mentally ill
persons are
confined
Penal or
correctional
facilities

RR

3

D1

D3

D5

D10

D15

D18

LC

GC

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2,3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

MU

WC

WCO

Approval Type 2: “Allowable Use Permit – Requires Planning
Commission Approval”7

3

Ord. 87-49 at 235; Ord. 93-46 at 2.

4

Ord. 93-46 at 2; Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes at 8.

5

Ord. 87-49 at 236; Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes at 8.

6

Ord. 87-49 at 66 and 69; Ord. 95-09 (same); Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes Ex. A at 1 and 6.

7

Ord. 87-49 at 66.
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Approval Type 2,3: “Allowable Use Permit required if Minor
Development, Conditional Use permit required if Major Development”8
Note D: “This category includes homes for the handicapped or infirm
nursing care, halfway houses, and child care homes.”9 (emphasis added)
Importantly, from 1987 to 2010, group homes and halfway houses were treated
identically and were allowed in every residential zone except RR. In 2010, the definitions and
the TPU changed.
2010 to present: Regulation of group homes and halfway houses

B.

Relevant to group homes and halfway houses, Title 49 was revised in 2010 to remedy
concerns how the group homes definition and TPU restrictions discriminated against federally
protected individuals seeking group housing.10
In 2010, the legislative history describes that the Commission and the Assembly were
focused on remedying group home discrimination concerns. The Commission minutes regarding
Ord. 2010-22 do not provide any facts illuminating the reason to restrict halfway houses in the
TPU.11 On April 7, 2010, before the Assembly and Planning Commission, the Planning
Manager provided a memorandum addressing the changes to group homes and halfway houses
within the code.12 As to these changes, Mr. Chaney wrote:

8

Id.

9

Ord. 87-49 at 73; Ord. 93-46 (changing child care homes to child care residences); Ord. 2010-22 Line Item
Changes Ex. A at 13 (deleting note D and changing to Reserved).
10

E.g., Memo from Greg Chaney, Planning Manager, to the Planning Commission, January 26, 2010 (“Further
research has revealed that people who require the services of a Group Home as proposed in the definition above are
a federally protected class and may not be subject to any greater restriction than is imposed on single-family
residences. Therefore, staff proposes to list Group Homes with the same restrictions as single-family residences. The
advantage to keeping a distinct definition for Group Homes is that these facilities will be clearly distinguished from
Halfway Houses and will have a defined maximum number of clients.”)
11

Planning Commission Minutes at 21 (February 23, 2010); Ord. 2010-22.

12

Memo from Greg Chaney, Planning Manager, to the Assembly and Planning Commission Committee of the
Whole, Re: TXT2009-00004 (April 7, 2010).
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The definition of Group Homes is proposed to be modified by removing
Halfway Houses from the definition of Group Homes. Now Halfway
Houses for people serving a sentence for a criminal act would be regulated
separately from living situations for people with disabilities in a family
setting with caregivers who live on site.
People who require the services of a Group Home as proposed in the
revised definition above are a federally protected class and may not be
subject to any greater restriction than is imposed on single-family
residences. Therefore, staff proposes to list Group Homes with the same
restrictions as single-family residences. The advantage of keeping a
distinct definition for Group Homes is that these facilities will be
clearly distinguished from Halfway Houses and will have a defined
maximum number of clients.
On line 1.400 superscript note D appears to be superfluous since the term
“Group Homes” is more clearly addressed in the Definitions section of
the Land Use Code. Therefore Note D is to be removed from the Table of
Permissible Uses.13
Mr. Chaney’s memorandum focused on changing the definitions because of concerns
about discriminating against those with disabilities.14 At hearings on February 23, 2010, before
the Planning Commission and April 12, 2010, before the Assembly, the reason and effect of
restricting halfway houses to only four or five zones was not discussed. The changes to halfway
houses and group homes were only passingly discussed.15 Regardless, Ord. 2010-22 passed.
Ordinance 2010-22 created the definitions and TPU that are currently found in Title 49:
2010-present Group Home Definition: “Group home means a residential
use such as a roominghouse or dwelling for at least six but not more than
nine persons of any age seeking extended healthcare, rehabilitation or
recovery from any physical, mental, or emotional, or legal disability, or
any combination thereof, in a family setting, including a child care
residence, halfway house, home for persons with disabilities, intermediate

13

Id.

14

Supra at note 10. Mr. Chaney’s concerns appropriately reflected how the law had changed regarding zoning
of suspect and quasi suspect classes of people, like housing former mental patients. E.g., J.W. v. City of Tacoma, 720
F.2d 1126 (9th Cir. 1983) (reversing a denial of a special use permit for a group home for former mental patients in
a residential zone).
15

Supra n. 1 at 5 (Assembly Minutes); Planning Commission Minutes at 21 (February 23, 2010).
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care home and nursing care home. Residents must not be serving a
sentence for a criminal act. One to two supervisors/caregivers must live on
site. Residents and supervisors/caregivers live together as a single
housekeeping unit. Additional non-residential support may be provided
but shall not constitute the primary method of supervision or care
supplied. Similar uses with five residents or less shall be regulated as
single-family residences. Uses with ten or more residents shall be
regulated as institutional residential or healthcare facilities.”16
2010-present Halfway House Definition: “Halfway house means a
single-family dwelling for not more than nine persons over the age of 12,
together with not more than two persons providing supervision and other
services to such persons, all of whom live together as a single
housekeeping unit. Residents may be serving a sentence for a criminal act.
Uses with ten or more residents shall be regulated as institutional
correction facilities.”17
Figure 2: 2010-Present Table of Permissible Uses18
Code
1.400
1.450
1.610
7.400
7.500

Use
description
Group
Homes
Halfway
Houses
Rooming,
boarding…
Halfway
Houses
Correctional
Facilities

RR

D1

D3

D5

D10
SF

D10

D15

D18

LC

GC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

MU

MU2

3

3

3

1,3

1,3

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1,3

3

1,3

3

1,3

3

WC

Approval Type 1,3: Indicates uses with minor developments require
Department approval and uses with major developments require a
conditional use permit from the Commission.20
Approval Type 3: Indicates the use requires a conditional use permit from
the Commission.21

CBJ 49.80.120; Ord. 2010-22; Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes at 8.

17

CBJ 49.80.120; Ord. 2010-22; Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes at 8.

18

CBJ 49.25.300 TPU; Ord. 2010-22; Ord. 2010-22 Line Item Changes Ex. A at 1 and 6.

19

CBJ 49.25.300(b)(1).

20

CBJ 49.25.300(c).

21

CBJ 49.25.300(b)(3).
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Importantly Ord. 2010-22 caused small halfway houses—having up to nine residents and
two supervisors—to be treated differently than large halfway houses. Specifically, small halfway
houses were designated in two places, 1.450 and 7.400, which restricted them to five zoning
districts. However, large halfway houses—having ten or more residents—were treated like 7.500
Correctional Facilities and allowed in nearly every zoning district with a conditional use permit.
Also neither Ord. 2010-22 nor existing code defines “serving a sentence for a criminal act” or
“institutional correction facilities.”
Thus, multiple inconsistencies and vagueness resulted from Ord. 2010-22 that led the
Director to conclude on March 18, 2014, as follows:
I conclude Title 49 is likely unenforceable regarding Halfway Houses
because of the following: (1) large halfway houses (10+ people) are
allowed in residential zones but small Halfway House (less than 10) are
not, and neither Title 49 nor the legislative history provide justification for
the distinction; (2) neither Title 49 nor the legislative history provide
justification for the change in prohibiting small Halfway Houses in
residential areas; (3) neither Title 49 nor the legislative history provide
justification for distinguishing Halfway Houses from other uses in which
people are not serving a sentence; and (4) the Table of [Permissible] uses
lists Halfway Houses in two different sections (1.450 and 7.400), table
CBJ 49.25.300, which creates an arbitrary effect if CBJ 49.25.300(a)(3) is
applied.
Similarly, I conclude Title 49 is likely unenforceable regarding Group
Homes as applied to Haven House because of the following: (1) neither
Title 49 nor the legislative history provide justification for distinguishing
Group Homes from other uses in which people are not serving a sentence;
and (2) neither Title 49 nor the legislative history provide justification for
differentiating Group Homes with more than six residents and those with
less than six residents.
For those reasons, I conclude that I cannot apply the Title 49 provisions
regarding Group Homes and Halfway Houses to Haven House. Thus, I
conclude Haven House cannot be classified as a Group Home or Halfway
House. 22

22

Letter from Hal Hart, Director of Community Development, to Pamela Finley, Attorney for Haven House
Inc., March 18, 2014. (“March 18 Decision”)
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II. DISCUSSION
Zoning, especially regarding group homes and halfway houses, is regulated and limited
by numerous laws.23 While specific sources of authority may have different standards of review
or require a different analysis, every zoning restriction in Alaska must at least pass the “fair and
substantial” standard, which is the lowest standard for a substantive due process or equal
protection claim.24 Because the Director concluded the halfway house and group home
definitions as applied through the TPU did not likely meet the “fair and substantial” standard, an
analysis of other sources of authority was not warranted with the March 18 Decision.25
Fair and Substantial Standard of Review

A.

The City and Borough of Juneau (“CBJ”) may impose zoning restrictions so long as the
restrictions are not “clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to the
public health, safety, morals, or general welfare.”26 While zoning restrictions are presumed to be
enforceable, the zoning restriction must have a fair and substantial relationship to a legitimate
government purpose.27 Thus, without a fair and substantial basis between the zoning restriction
and any legitimate government purpose, the zoning restriction is arbitrary and unenforceable.28

23

E.g., CBJ Title 49; 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq. (Americans with Disability Act); 42 U.S.C. 3602 et seq. (Fair
Housing Act).
24

Luper v. City of Wasilla, 215 P.3d 342, 349 (Alaska 2009) (describing that “Alaska's standard is more
protective than the federal standard because it requires that the relationship be ‘fair and substantial’ rather than
merely ‘rational.”).
25

Supra at 22.

26

Seward Chapel, Inc. v. City of Seward, 655 P.2d 1293, 1297-98 (Alaska 1982).

27

Luper v. City of Wasilla, 215 P.3d 342, 348 (Alaska 2009) (“When a zoning ordinance infringes on property
rights we apply the minimum level of scrutiny, under which the provision must bear a “fair and substantial”
relationship to a “legitimate” government purpose.”); Griswold v. City of Homer, 925 P.2d 1015, 1019 (Alaska
1996).
28

Griswold v. City of Homer, 925 P.2d 1015, 1019 (Alaska 1996) (describing that “a legislative body's zoning
decision violates substantive due process if it has no reasonable relationship to a legitimate government purpose.”);
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1.
The current halfway house and group home definitions as applied
through the TPU are likely unenforceable.
The CBJ would likely have a difficult time explaining that a rational basis, let alone a fair
and substantial basis, exists to prohibit halfway houses in all residential zones.
The TPU was changed in 2010 to conform to legal requirements to regulate homes for
federally protected people just like single family residences are regulated. In the process, the
definition and TPU for halfway houses changed. The legislative history of group homes and
halfway houses indicates both were allowed in all residential zones (D1 – D18) and both
commercial zones (LC & GC).
In the 2010 amendments, the changes focused on resolving discrimination concerns for
group homes, but the amendments did not consider the ramifications to halfway houses. The
2010 amendments restricted small halfway houses to five zones (RR, LC, GC, MU, MU2).29
This legislative history neglects to describe any facts or rationale to provide a justification for the
more restrictive treatment of halfway houses. Thus, because halfway houses were allowed in
more zones and no justification has been articulated for the restrictive 2010 amendments, there is
not likely a fair and substantial basis for the 2010 amendments restricting small halfway houses
to only five zones.
Furthermore, the TPU is likely arbitrary because it allows halfway houses with more than
nine people in twelve zones (including all residential).30 But the TPU prohibits halfway houses

e.g., J.W. v. City of Tacoma, 720 F.2d 1126, 1130 (1983) (concluding a zoning ordinance was applied
unconstitutionally because it discriminated against former mental patients).
29

1.450 Halfway House is allowed in RR, LC, GC, MU, and MU2; 7.400 Halfway House is allowed in LC, GC,
MU, and MU2. CBJ 49.25.300 TPU.
30

7.500 Correctional Facilities (larger halfway houses per halfway house definition CBJ 49.80.120) are allowed
in RR, D-1, D-3, D-5, D-10SF, D-10, D-15, D-18, LC, GC, MU, MU2, and I. CBJ 49.25.300 TPU.
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with nine or fewer residents to only four or five zones (no residential).31 Because the TPU allows
for more intensive halfway houses in residential zones but prohibits less intensive uses—without
describing the standards or justifications—there is likely no “fair and substantial” basis to restrict
halfway houses as applied by the TPU.
Given this record, a “fair and substantial” basis may not exist for the disparate treatment
of halfway houses in the TPU and the restricted number of zones as compared to the pre-2010
TPU. No traditional zoning basis, like traffic impacts or other reasons have been provided to
restrict halfway houses to four or five zones. Additionally, no basis has been outlined for
restricting halfway houses more than correctional facilities, where correctional facilities have
higher traffic and greater zoning concerns. Lastly, no basis has been provided to restrict the
number of zones allowing a halfway house from what had been permitted under the pre-2010
TPU. Without a “fair and substantial” basis for the disparate treatment, especially for small
halfway houses, the TPU regarding small halfway houses is not likely enforceable.
To summarize, prior to 2010, group homes and halfway houses were treated the same. In
2010 the definitions of group homes and halfway houses changed. Group homes became more
narrowly defined and focused on avoiding discrimination concerns of federally protected people.
In the TPU, group homes were then allowed in most zones. With this change, the definition for
halfway houses became broader. In the TPU, halfway houses were added in two places: 1.450
and 7.400. Furthermore, halfway houses were allowed in only four or five zones with a
conditional use permit; even though prior to the 2010 change halfway houses were allowed in
eight zones. Lastly, if the halfway house at issue has ten or more residents, then it would be

31

1.450 Halfway House is allowed in RR, LC, GC, MU, and MU2; 7.400 Halfway House is allowed in LC, GC,
MU, and MU2. CBJ 49.25.300 TPU.
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classified as a correctional facility and be permitted in almost all zones with a conditional use
permit. Therefore, the question becomes—post Ord. 2010-22—whether there is a fair and
substantial basis to restrict halfway houses, with less than ten residents, to fewer zones than a
correctional facility or a group home.
The inconsistencies and concerns as to halfway houses within the code and TPU can be
summarized as follows:
1. Halfway houses, prior to 2010, were allowed in eight zoning districts,
including D-5, because halfway houses were subsumed in the group home
definition.
2. In 2010, small halfway houses were given their own designation in the TPU in
two places: 1.450 and 7.400; Large halfway houses were designated in the
TPU as 7.500.
3. When halfway houses were added to the TPU in 2010 at 7.400, halfway
houses replaced mental institutions without analysis of whether the impacts
are different.
4. In 2010, halfway houses were changed from an allowable use permit
requirement to a conditional use permit requirement.
5. With the changes in the TPU, halfway houses were allowed in only five
zones, when prior to 2010 they had been allowed in eight zones.
6. If the halfway house has more than ten residents under the 2010 amendments,
it will be regulated as a correctional facility, and correctional facilities are
allowed in twelve zones. TPU at 7.500.
7. Therefore, a halfway house with fewer than ten residents is not permitted in a
residential zone but a large halfway house is allowed in a residential zone.
8. The record—in the form of committee minutes and memoranda—does not
indicate any basis for the restrictive changes to halfway homes.
Therefore, because the definitions of group home and halfway house and the application
of the TPU to those two categories were not likely supported with a “fair and substantial” basis,
the two terms should not be relied upon until supporting justification is provided.
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2.
People on probation or parole are serving a sentence
Similarly, the 2010 amendments did not describe why a sentence prohibition was
included in the group home definition. While a justification may be possible to distinguish
people on probation or parole from other federally protected people, no justification has been
presented to date.32
Although the phrase “serving a sentence for a criminal act” is included in both the group
home and halfway house definitions, the CBJ code does not define it.33
The legislative history describes that a person on parole would be “serving a sentence for
a criminal act”:
it is clear that ‘parole’ may be part of a criminal ‘sentence.’ The proposed
phrase ‘Clients must not be serving a sentence or be on parole for a
criminal act” (emphasis added) is therefore redundant.34
In light of that legislative history, the following describes why somebody on parole or
probation would be “serving a sentence for a criminal act.”
Alaska case law has described a person on probation is still serving a sentence.
By its very nature and definition probation means and signifies liberty
under certain imposed conditions. Its basic purpose is to provide a
program which offers an offender the opportunity to rehabilitate himself
without confinement. This is to be accomplished under the tutelage of a
probation officer and under the continuing power of the court to impose a
sentence for his original offense in the event he abuses his opportunity and
violates the conditions of probation.35

32

2 Rathkopf’s The Law of Zoning and Planning § 23:27 (4 th Ed.) (“even though a group home may function as
an integrated single-housekeeping unit, it is unlikely to be held to constitute a ‘functional family’ where the purpose
of the living arrangement is to provide a transitional or halfway house for rehabilitation of adult convicts, alcoholics,
or drug users.”)
33

CBJ 49.80.120 (definitions).

34

Supra at n 10.

35

Beckman v. State, 689 P.2d 500, 503 (Alaska App. 1984).
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Parole is quite similar, except parole means the defendant received a sentence greater
than two years. If the defendant complies with the correctional facility rules, the parole board can
make an individualized determination, conclude the defendant qualifies for good time credit, and
release the defendant with conditions of parole.36 However, like a defendant on probation, a
parolee is still serving a sentence because the parolee must comply with the parole conditions.
In summary, a person on probation or parole is still serving a sentence because the person
must comply with the conditions imposed for release. Importantly, a defendant who violates
conditions while on probation or parole can be further sentenced. Thus, as Beckman outlines,
probation and parole serve to rehabilitate without confinement, but these defendants are still
fundamentally serving criminal sentences. Therefore, the group home definition is likely
unenforceable as applied to people who are serving a sentence.
B.

Other Considerations for the Planning Commission
1.

Federal Statutes

In addition to the fair and substantial standard, zoning restrictions can be preempted by
federal law. For example, the Americans with Disability Act prohibits discrimination based on
recognized disabilities and local governments must provide reasonable accommodations, which
has been interpreted to prohibit zoning restrictions that treat people with a recognized disability
differently.37 Similarly, the Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination based upon a handicap or
familial status.38 Specific to the context of zoning, the following qualifies as a handicap or
disability:

36

AS 33.16.010 – 33.16.900.

37

42 U.S.C. 12102 et seq.; e.g., Bay Area Addiction Research & Treatment, Inc. v. City of Antioch, 179 F.3d
725, 730 (9th Cir. 1999).
38

42 U.S.C. 3601-3631; e.g., Oxford House-C v. City of St. Louis, 77 F.3d 249, (8th Cir. 1996) (concluding that
an eight person limit per group home does not violate the Fair Housing Act).
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o Recovering alcoholics and recovering drug addicts39
o Past resident of mental institution40
o Physical or mental impairment, but current illegal use of a controlled substance is
not an impairment41
Thus, the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disability Act can preempt some local
government zoning restrictions.
Although those federal statutes preempt some zoning restrictions, local governments can
still impose zoning restrictions that pass the fair and substantial standard and do not discriminate
against protected persons.42 As described below, formerly incarcerated persons—without more—
are not a protected class of persons.43
2.

Neighborhood opposition regarding people on probation or parole.

The law is not clear on what type of zoning restrictions a local government can impose on
people on probation or parole. However, a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision, J.W. v. City
of Tacoma, implies that violent criminal behavior could form the basis for a zoning decision, but
speculative neighborhood fear cannot.44

39

City of Edmonds v. Washington State Bldg. Code Council, 18 F.3d 802, 803 (9th Cir. 1994) aff'd sub nom.
City of Edmonds v. Oxford House, Inc., 514 U.S. 725 (1995); United States v. S. Mgmt. Corp., 955 F.2d 914, 923
(4th Cir. 1992) (former drug addicts and recovering drug addicts are protected under the Fair Housing Act).
40

J.W. v. City of Tacoma, 720 F.2d 1126 (9th Cir. 1983).

41

42 U.S.C. 3602(h)(3).

42

Bd. of Trustees of Univ. of Alabama v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356, 367 (2001) (“the result of Cleburne is that
States are not required by the Fourteenth Amendment to make special accommodations for the disabled, so long as
their actions toward such individuals are rational.”); Schwarz v. City of Treasure Island, 544 F.3d 1201 (11th Cir.
2008) (non-discriminatory zoning regulations can prohibit people protected by the Fair Housing Act on the basis
that the tenancy is too short for a single family residential district); 2 Rathkopf’s The Law of Zoning and Planning §
23:26 (4th Ed.) (describing that the placement of group homes in residential districts present complex issues and
court typically balance the interests of the neighbors, the benefits from locating group homes in residential areas,
and any government interests).
43

See J.W. v. City of Tacoma, 720 F.2d 1126, 1129 n. 2 (9th Cir. 1983).

44

J.W. v. City of Tacoma, 720 F.2d 1126 (9th Cir. 1983).
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In J.W., the court held a zoning ordinance unconstitutional as applied because the denial
of a special use permit for a nine-person group home was arbitrary.45 Specifically, the court
evaluated traditional zoning concerns:
The city’s decision to deny Blount the requested permit fails to withstand
such analysis. The ordinance prerequisites for issuance of a permit are
conceded by the city to be satisfied. The State of Washington has
officially concluded that there is a special need for more small, family-like
group homes for the mentally ill in residential neighborhoods. It was
stipulated below that the Blount house,
both by its external and internal physical characteristics,
has the appearance of a single family dwelling. It is a splitlevel ranch-style house, and its exterior appearance is both
similar to and compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood. It was originally a single family dwelling
and was converted to a group home by adding some
bedrooms. The physical alterations necessary for this
conversion were done by Mrs. Blount’s ex-husband and are
in full compliance with the building code of the City of
Tacoma.
The city further admits that “[t]he existence of the home does not create
any parking problems within the neighborhood, nor has it led to any undue
burden on existing utilities, transportation systems, education, police or
fire facilities.”46
The J.W. court also addressed whether the former mental institution residents had a
history of violent or criminal behavior, which implies that criminal behavior can determine
whether a proposed use could be restricted.47 The J.W. court stated that the special use permit
was denied “principally because of the heavy opposition of neighbors at the public hearing…”48
Importantly, the J.W. court noted that the City of Tacoma failed to produce any “evidence to

45

Id. at 1131-32 (describing that judicial review was heightened because the decision may have rested on
inaccurate and stereotypic fears about former residents of a mental institution).
46

Id. at 1131.

47

Id.

48

Id.
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support a blanket assertion that former mental patients as a class are particularly dangerous,
disruptive, or otherwise undesirable neighbors. [FN] 2”49 In footnote 2, the J.W. court described
that if community fears are substantiated, that could provide a rational basis to restrict people on
parole from living in a group home in a residential area:
Other groups of persons burdened by the Tacoma ordinance, such as
parolees, may be situated significantly differently. Although the record
before us in this case does not address the issue, it is conceivable that
community fears concerning such groups may rest on a sound factual
basis. But see Nicholson v. Connecticut Half-Way House, Inc., 153 Conn.
507, 218 A.2d 383, 385-86 (1976) (halfway house for parolees would not
be enjoined as nuisance where fears of community residents, although
genuinely felt, rested completely on supposition). Each group must, of
course, be considered in light of its own peculiar circumstances.50
Therefore, speculative neighborhood fear cannot be a basis to impose a zoning restriction, but
neighborhood fear based on a sound factual basis may satisfy rational basis review.51

49

Id. at 1130.

50

Id. at 1120 at n. 2.

51

S. Anchorage Concerned Coal., Inc. v. Coffey, 862 P.2d 168, 172 (Alaska 1993) (“The recognized rule is that
a planning board may always take evidence and testimony from community members into account in making its
permitting decisions, but that it may not rely on neighborhood opposition alone as a reason to deny a permit.”);
Application of Volunteers of America, Inc., 749 P.2d 549, 552 (Oklahoma1988) (perceptions of a pre-release prison
halfway house cannot be used to deny a use permit).
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Use Not Listed & Conditional Use
applications – Haven House, Inc.
@ 3202 Malissa Drive
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Location
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Area Zoning
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Property Owner:

Grant Properties, LLC.

Property Address:

3202 Malissa Drive

Legal Description:

Tall Timbers 1 Block G Lot 3

Total site size

9,000 square feet

Comprehensive Plan Future
Land Use Designation:

MDR (Map G)

Zoning:

D-5

Utilities:

City water & sewer

Access:

Malissa Drive

Existing Land Use:

Single Family Residential
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CBJ 49.20.320 Use Not Listed
After public notice and a hearing, the board may
permit in any district any use which is not
specifically listed in the table of permissible uses
but which has been determined to be of the
same general character as those which are
listed as permitted in such district. Once such
determination is made, the use will be deemed
as listed in the table of permissible uses.
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Use Requested
A re-entry home for women coming out of prison.
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2 possible paths
• Use Not Listed is determined to require
departmental approval. (1)
• Use Not Listed is determined to be a
“conditional use” requiring an approved
conditional use permit. (3)
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Conditional Use Permit Process
• Agency review
• Public notice sign on site 2 weeks prior to public
hearing
• Notices of public hearing mailed to property
owners within 500 feet of proposed use
• Staff report written with evaluation and
recommended findings (approval/denial) and
recommended conditionals
• Planning Commission public hearing & decision
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Conditional Use Permit
CBJ 49.15.330
A conditional use is a use that may or may not be
appropriate in a particular zoning district
according to the character, intensity, or size of
that or surrounding uses. The CU permit
procedure is intended to provide the
Commission the flexibility necessary to make
determinations appropriate to individual sites.
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Director’s review procedure
CBJ 49.15.330(d)(5)
Even if the proposed development complies
w/all the requirements of this title and all
recommended conditions of approval the
director may nonetheless recommend denial if it
is found
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49.15.330 continued
A. Will materially endanger the public health or
safety;
B. Will substantially decrease the value of or be
out of harmony with property in the
neighboring area;
C. Will not be in general conformity with the land
use plan, thoroughfare plan, or other officially
adopted plans.
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CBJ 49.15.330(e) the Commission to
consider
(A)Whether the proposed use in appropriate
according to the table of permissible uses (in
this case decided by the UNL process);
(B) Whether the application is complete;
(C) Whether the development as proposed will
comply with other requirements of this
chapter.
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Commission may deny or condition if it
finds
CBJ 49.15.330 (f) (1), (2) and (3)
Same language as D(5) Director’s determination
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Conditions may include
• Development schedule
• Use (restricted to that indicated in the
application)
• Owners association
• Dedications
• Performance bonds
• Commitment letter
• Covenants
• Revocation of Permits
• Landslide and avalanche areas
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Continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat
Sound
Traffic mitigation
Water access
Screening
Lot size or development size
Drainage
Lighting
Other conditions (as may be reasonably necessary
pursuant to standards listed in subsection (f) of this
section.
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Planning Commission Decisions
• Can be appealed
• Notice of appeal must be filed within 20 days of
the Notice of Decision is filed with the City Clerk
• Fee is paid
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